Science

Computing

Classifying Living Things

We are Bloggers

The children will look at how we group different living things and
sort different types of animals. Children will explore how we can
classify different animals using their features (cross curricular
maths link)

Children will be exploring the different features of Microsoft word
and how this can be used to blog. We will look at several different
styles of blog and will be creating our own blogs about interesting
activities during the summer term. We will be focusing on E-safety
when blogging.

Electricity

Geography /History
Geography
Children will learn about different geographical features make
comparisons between Mexico and England using their geographical knowledge. Children will also have the opportunity to use 4
figure grid referencing to navigate areas on maps. (Cross curricular maths link)

History

The children will explore the different components of an electrical
circuit and how they fit together. The children will also be able to
experiment with adding and removing different items into the
circuit. The children will write an explanation text about how an

P.E
Athletics, outdoor and adventure
Children will be taking part in some Olympic style athletics. Understanding how to read maps of the local area and looking at games
to improve problem solving and teamwork.

Children will gather content about the Aztec civilisation and
understand how they lived. Children will also explore their religious beliefs and discuss how they are different to our own
(cross curricular link to British Values)

Aztecs

Art
The children will use research to find out about Aztec calendars.
The children will then create several designs in the same style
before creating their own Aztec calendar using clay.

Striking and fielding
Children will taking part in cricket and rounders games to practise
their striking and fielding skills. There will be a focus on hand eye
coordination.

Modern Foreign Languages
Cross Curricular Projects – La foret tropicale
Describe animals using colours. Use an adjective after a noun and
begin to show awareness of noun adjectives agreements
Rigolo 1 Unit 7 – Encore! Rigolo 1 Unit 8 – Quelle heur estil?
Describe people’s nationality using gender agreements
tell the time in analogue form
Talk about free time activities
say what activities you do at a certain time

Art/DT

Topic Overview

Religious Education
Becoming an Adult
Be able to describe the impact that choosing to make a
commitment to a religion will have on a believer’s life.
Recognise the similarities and differences between initiation ceremonies in different religions.
Hinduism
Be able to recognise the key beliefs of the Hindu religious tradition
and explain the effect that those beliefs have on the lives of some
Hindus.

DT
The children will use research to find out about Aztec jewellery.
They will then use 3D materials to create a jewellery design and
piece in the same style.

Music
Birmingham Music Services.
Instrumental lessons.
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